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YOLO COUNTY: AMBITIOUS, BUT CHALLENGED

• Friendly geography for transit

• Car-oriented planning, like widened Mace Blvd bridge

• Bus operator shortages delaying Yolobus, Unitrans 
service increases

• New microtransit services

• New Yolo County Transportation District Executive 
Director
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WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE 
CAUSEWAY NOW?

•High, multifaceted transportation demand 

across two geographic chokepoints

•Davis-Sacramento transit: Five fares, four 

brands, three payment media

•Unsafe, unpleasant biking

•Traffic congestion spilling onto city streets 

and rural roads 
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THE YOLO 80 CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS 
PROJECT: A REGIONAL INFLECTION POINT

•Project likely centered on managed lanes

•$85.9 million federal grant to YCTD

•Caltrans leading environmental review

•Business-as-usual Caltrans road widening, 

or focus on getting people where they 

need to go?
Photo sources: UC Davis Library (top) and The Sacramento Bee (bottom)
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WHERE YOLO MOBILITY COMES 
IN: A BIT ABOUT US

•Weekly Zoom meetings

•We want Yolo County transportation to be 

convenient, equitable, and sustainable 

•One of our goals: multi-sector collaboration, since 

mobility supports our lives in so many ways. 
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FOCUS ON PEOPLE’S ACCESS: SABA’S AND 
OUR JOINT COMMENTS ON YOLO 80 NOP

•A pure highway expansion project, even a managed lane project, is projected to 

induce more than 100 million annual vehicle miles traveled on our region’s roads

•Access must be a priority, not a concession 

•YCTD should leverage its ownership of this project to improve outcomes
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OUR YOLO 80 RECOMMENDATIONS: BUS
•New roadway infrastructure should be primarily for 

transit buses. We support: 

• Caltrans’s transit-only lane project alternative

• Dedicated bus ramps connecting I-80 and surface streets, 

with adjacent transit transfer facilities

• Integrated fares and fare payment mechanisms for all 

transit services that use the Causeway

• No negative impacts to vulnerable communities
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OUR YOLO 80 RECOMMENDATIONS: BIKE

•A protected Davis-Causeway bike route will save lives

• County Rd 32A puts cyclists next to highway-speed traffic

• Rail crossing relocation project will convert part of Road 32A 

into a bike path, may construct fully dedicated connection

•A new, more pleasant Yolo Bypass bike crossing may 

normalize biking, especially as e-bikes proliferate

• New bike/pedestrian bridge may not be financially viable

• Alternatives: ground-level path through Bypass or wider, 

cantilevered path attached to the Causeway
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OUR YOLO 80 RECOMMENDATIONS: RAIL

•Rail must be a central part of this corridor’s future:

• Integrate Capitol Corridor train and Yolobus fares

• Train fares 4x more than buses

• Fares temporarily integrated during 2014 project

• Expedite planned improvements to train service

• Federal Amtrak funding forthcoming

• Mega-regional Link21 program
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POSSIBLE PARTNERS FOR BETTER 
CAUSEWAY CORRIDOR ACCESS

•Corridor users who ride transit or bike – and 
organizations (like SMART) that represent them.

•Business owners and developers whose economic 
success hinges on reliable access. 

• Davis Innovation and Sustainability Campus (DISC)

•Environmental coalitions, like Cool Davis

•And we’d love more suggestions!
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QUESTIONS?
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